
Information technology has become a primary driver of competitive strategy for asset management companies.  
In a recent PwC survey, 65% of CEOs at asset and wealth management firms said they expect technology to completely 
reshape or significantly impact competition over the next five years. As more asset management companies turn to 
technology to differentiate from competitors, however, they also face growing cybersecurity risk. According to a recent 
report from Accenture and the Ponemon Institute, data breaches of financial services firms have tripled over the  
past five years.

I CHALLENGES
To successfully build and manage profitable investment vehicles, asset managers need access to vast amounts  
of information, as well as to key stakeholders within and outside the organization. At the same time, they must balance 
the need for constant information-sharing with the large and growing cybersecurity threat.

I BENEFITS
Symphony is the cloud-based messaging and collaboration platform that connects markets, organizations and  
individuals, securely. Powered by an open and growing app ecosystem, and protected with end-to-end encryption, 
Symphony’s communications platform increases workflow productivity while facilitating global regulatory compliance.

• Protect your business with true end-to-end security.
Unlike other collaboration platforms that decrypt data
for cloud processing in the clear, Symphony encrypts
content at origin and never decrypts it until it reaches
its destination.

• Trust enterprise-grade administration and compliance.
Symphony provides the industry’s strongest suite of
administration and compliance tools, including real-time
chat monitoring and content filtering with data loss
prevention (DLP).

• Gain a competitive edge with a platform for innovation.
Symphony’s open APIs enable integration with third- 
party applications and chatbots to facilitate a broad
range of automated workflows. The platform’s security
model also extends to third-party applications, encrypting
chatbot messages end to end.

• Collaborate seamlessly — internally and externally.
Symphony empowers individuals and teams to
collaborate not just internally but across companies.
Users from up to 25 companies can collaborate
in the same chat room, with all communications
encrypted end to end.

Asset Management Solution 
on AWS with Symphony
Respond Faster to Market-Moving News with Secure Team Collaboration

Symphony is an advanced APN Technology Partner and has achieved Financial Services Competency

I INDUSTRY TRENDS
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I SOLUTION OVERVIEW

Symphony Asset Management Solution 
Symphony on AWS provides an ideal solution for asset management firms of any size looking to use real-time digital 
collaboration to transform how work gets done, without compromising security. With end-to-end encryption and the 
industry’s strongest administration and compliance tools, Symphony helps companies innovate with confidence.  
With Symphony, asset management firms can:

• Respond to market-moving news more quickly
Empower traders, portfolio managers, brokers and
other stakeholders to securely communicate, share
documents, and trigger automated actions in real
time, from anywhere.

• Simplify communications
Use a single platform to facilitate all collaboration —
messaging, audio/video conferencing, bots and
apps — across the firm and even across companies.

• Reduce information overload
Use Symphony Signals and bots to create tailored
content feeds for relevant, up-to-the-minute information
from colleagues and preferred brokers and analysts.

• Attract new talent
Attract the next generation of talented knowledge
workers by promoting a social work culture that
deemphasizes corporate hierarchies in favor of
cross-functional teamwork.

Symphony on AWS 
When deployed on AWS, with Amazon’s ability to deliver 11 nines durability with Amazon S3, Symphony can scale  
easily and reliably as organizations grow. Together, Symphony and AWS provide a unique combination of innovation, 
security and scalability helping asset management firms transform their workforces and business processes to gain 
a competitive edge.

I HOW IT WORKS

How quickly can asset management firms react to  
market-moving news? With Symphony, responses can  
be measured in seconds. Imagine a head of trading  
receiving a prioritized Signals alert for market-moving 
news on an active trade. He immediately messages the 
portfolio manager. The portfolio manager is attending  
a conference but steps out for a quick video chat. While  
on the call, she accesses Dow Jones and FactSet apps  
and shares her screen with the head of trading in real  
time. She then gives instructions to settle the trade.  
The head of trading updates the broker and asks the  
buy-side operations team to settle the trade. All of this  
front- and back-office collaboration happens in real time, 
all via Symphony.

I GET STARTED

SALES@SYMPHONY.COM | SYMPHONY.COM

The head of trading receives a Twitter alert on an active order.
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Connect your community of colleagues, partners and customers with a secure cloud-based productivity platform that 
powers efficiency and innovation in the insurance industry. Get started by trying the free version at symphony.com.  

For further information, please get in touch with AWS and Symphony. 

https://partnercentral.awspartner.com/PartnerConnect?id=0010L00001sjvKzQAI&source=Solution%20Space

